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Create an easygoing art wall
Fill a blank wall with small prints, kids' creations and quirky flea-market finds. Go for pieces that pick up on the palette of your bathroom to bring everything together.
Design, Virginia Johnson, Litsa Trochetos, Christopher Knight and Jan Eleni Lemonedes.

Elevate your vanity
Style your countertop with interesting artwork and accessories. For extra illumination, try placing a table lamp on your vanity.
Design, Richard Ouellette and Maxime Vandal.
pretty patterned tiles

Style Tip: Warm metals in a bathroom are right on trend.

Arc in Federal Blue/White by Deborah Osburn, 8" sq. $19.46/sq.ft. Through Clé.

Stockholm in 815B by Erin Adams, 8" sq. approx. $30.85/sq.ft. Through Granada Tile.

Kiva tile in Colorway 3 by Sabine Hill, 8" sq. $42/sq.ft. Through Surfaces & Co.

Patterned floor + dark walls + bold sconces

Why It Works: Work from the ground up to achieve this look. Start with a showstopping patterned tile, then carry a coordinating color up the wall using a simpler tile. Finish it off with matching accents, such as these warm brass sconces, fixtures and pulls.

Design, Kyla Bidgood and Mary McNeil-Knowles.